The construction given here derives from a geometric construction for a topos with the Lebesgue measureab1e sets on [0, 1] Since the same picture results if a finer partition is used, we need to take an equivalence class to capture the idea precisely. A map from one such thing to another is a common refinement of the partitions involved and then a function from the subset above each member of the part ition in the domain to the subset above the same member in the codomain. A bit of reflection shows that this is a topos with the desired algebra of truth values.
A similar construction can be done for the algebra of projections on a Hilbert space. We just define a partition to be an orthogonal family of projections with sum 1 and proceed as before. The result this time is not a category, but it comes as close to being a model of set theory as a noncategory can.
In the first section of this paper I will give the explicit construction of the filtered co1imit in (Top, log) and show some of the properties it preserves. In the second section, I will consider special cases giving
Boolean topoi with varying amounts of cocompleteness.
In the last section I will show how the same construction can be applied to a nonfiltered diagram to give a quantum logic-valued model of set theory.
I would like to thank the referee for suggestions on pruning, amplifying, and restructuring this paper.
I. E xp licit Construction of Filtered Colimits: Logical
Laminations Let C be a filtered category and let F be a functor from C to (Top,log), the category of topoi and logical morphisms (recall that a logical morphism is a functor which preserves finite limits, powerobjects, and represen tation of relations). For convenience we will use upper case Greek letters for objects of C, lower case Greek letters for morphisms of C, and Roman letters for objects and morphisms of the associated topoi.
To say that C is filtered is to assert the existence of maps completing certain diagrams. In what follows we will want to refer to the objects and maps asserted to exist: hence for two objects E and � there is an object E#� and maps \ E :E-->E#� and l � :�-->E#�;
for any diagram there is an object E # � and maps into it making the resulting square commute. This is like the assertion of the existence of colimits without universal mapping properties and the resulting uniqueness up to isomorphis�.
The notation does not pick out any can o anical choice but rather refers to any object and maps with the desired properties.
where 2 is !!!. object of e and A is !!!. object of FB.
This means that a prelamination specifies a topos and an object in that topos. We want to consider objects to be the same if they become the same in some later topos in the diagram. Hence we define a lamination as an The terminal relation is [3,1] where = is any object of C and 1 is the terminal object in F3. Note that for any two objects 3 and � the same lamination results since both (3,1) and (�,l) are equivalent to (3 # �,l). by the definition of the equivalence relation. Given the way that pullbacks are calculated in Lam(C,F), this is the same as saying that the representative of the diagram at FE is a pullback with the two maps k and k' the same.
Thus the representative of h at E is ·monic.
We can now show that the lamination [E , has power [0, 3 ] , w�ere in each case 3 is an arbitrary object of C. In general, it will only make sense to talk about the global sections of objects for small C.
COROLLARYl.5: If C is small, then rn = lim rn� . For the next example let us assume that B is a
Boolean algebra which has all unions and intersections of cardinality less than K. If TI is a cardinal less than K, then a TI-partition is a disjoint family with cardinality less than or equal to TI which has supremum 1. We say that a partition P refines a partition Q if every element of Q is the supremum of elements of P. Refinement orders the set of all n-partitions. Any two TI-partitions P and Q have a least common refinement P # Q consisting of all the nonempty intersections p n q with p in P and q in Q .
The singleton {I} is an initial element in the category of partitions. The category of TI-partitions is thus co complete and hence filtered.
For each TI-partition P we can take the topos of presheaves on P thought of as a discrete category. If P refines Q then there is a logical morphism from Sets Q to Sets P taking a presheaf F to the pre sheaf G whose value at p is Fq where q is the unique element of Q containing p.
This gives a filtered diagram in (Top,log); call its colirnit LamB . The sculpted plywood image described in n the introduction results from a sort of �tale space representation of the presheaf categories. From Lemma 1. 3
and Lemma 1. 7 we obtain the following: LEMMA 2. 1: � map [P, f] is monic (resp. epic) if and only if it has � representative which is monic (resp. epic).
In fact for LamB it will be the case that every n representative is monic (resp. epic). If B is complete we may remove the cardinality condition on the partitions to obtain LamB. This also has ren)= B.
We may note th at since each of the presheaf categories is a Boolean Valued model of set theory in the sense of there is a family of partitions which does not have a common refinement, say {P / a E A} . We will show that a the copower of 1 indexed by A cannot exist. By Lemma 2.3 if the copower exists we may as well assume that it is [{l} ,A] . For each a in A we obtain a map from 1 to [{l} ,B] using the partition P and taking * to p on p. Thus we a get an induced map from [{l} ,A] to [{l} ,B] . The partition for th is map must refine all of the P a since the element a must go different places on different elements of P . a Hut such a common refinement does not exist. Thus the copower cannot exist.
We can use th e same tools to specify when LamB is the category of sheaves on B. We know from Barr If B is not atomic LamB is not cocomplete, hence it cannot be SheB), since SheB) is cocomplete.
Categories of laminations on a Boolean algebra have another nice property: if B' is an -complete subalgebra of B then any w-partition of B' is also a n-partition of B; thus there is a natural inclusion LamB' � LamB _ This n 1T inclusion is a logical morphism.
III: Laminations on a Quantum Logic
The construction in section I runs into difficulties if C is not filtered--the equivalence relation used to define laminations is no longer transitive so we must take its transitive closure; composition of morphisms need not be defined; limits cause a few problems because we needed to beable to put all of the data in the same topos. Still, we would like to be able to paste together Boolean topoi to obtain Quantum Logic-valued models of set theory since this would give us a setting in which to do quantum valued mathematics. Since a quantum logic is typically an orthomodular lattice and not a Heyting algebra, we should not expect to get a topos. Indeed, since we want the lattice of truth values to be non distributive, we cannot use a category since logical categories always have distributive lattices of truth values (ReyeS [7] ). We will aim for a structure which is as close to being a topos as a noncategory can be.
To do this we will introduce a notion of compatibility corresponding to commutativity in the case where the orthomodular lattice is the lattice of all projection operators on a Hilbert Space. We will ask that limits of compatible data exist, that compatible data gives exponen tiation, and that subobjects be representable in a nice compatible fashion.
In this section we will study the situation in which C has an initial object, but need not be filtered, F is a functor from C to (Top,log). A construction parallel to the one in section I leads to a partial topos--a parti�l category which is as close to being a topos as a noncategory can be. 
2.
3.
.
There is an identity � (A,I A ) with index I with nor its index.
6.
F contains all singletons.
7. F is closed under subsets.
As before, a prelamination on (C,F) will consist of a pair (S,A) where S is an object of C and A is an object of FS. To define laminations we will take equivalence classes of prelaminations where the equivalence relation.
is the transitive closure of the one used in section II.
Thus ( , 6 01 )
E�V�El�\-E/: -\-. _E�\_:r�' ------1m -index involved in the data } is in F then so is S U{ I l " } . 1m
------2. For any object A there is an object PA and !. sub obj ect E A of PA x A, both with the same index aa A, such that subobjects of Ax B corres p ond 1 to 1 with ma p s B � PA through a p ullback In order to show that these classify relations into A, we need a characterization of monos in Lam(C,F). This theorem tells us that Lam(C,F) is as close to being a topos as a partial category can be. to piece together models of set theory we will obtain a structure very like a model of set theory, only with a highly nonstandard propositional logic.
Now in any category
In particular, if we let C be the category with objects complete Boolean algebras of projections on a Hilbert space H and morphisms inclusions as complete subalgebras, then we can define F taking B to LamB as defined in section II (the topos of arbitrary partition laminations on B)
and taking an inclusion morphism to the logical morphism described at the bottom of p.17.
If we apply the construction of this section to this situation, we will obtain a partial topos which has the lattice of all projections on H as truth values and which has all epimorphisms split. It has an NNO given by [I,N] where I is the complete Boolean algebra consisting of the identity on H and the zero map. This means that Lam(C,F) has precisely the kind of structure that we would like a Quantum-logic valued model of set theory to have. In particular, we can model higher order theories in Lam(C,F) without having to change too many of our logical thought processes. We can do mathematics in a quantum -logic valued world.
It would be more desirable to use a functor which gave the Boolean-valued models studied by Takeuti [9] instead of LamB, but it is not known how (or whether) the inclusion of complete Boolean algebras induces a logical morphism between the Boolean -valued models he considers.
